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NORMAN E. "SKIP" ROBERTS has been assistant publications editor in the Division of Communications Services, University of Wyoming since 1971. He holds a B.S. in advertising and public relations and has 15 years of experience in Chamber of Commerce management and new product marketing. He is serving a second term as chairman of the AAACE Publications Committee.
NEIL DOWLIN is assistant publications editor at The Pennsylvania State University. Before joining Penn State’s agricultural communications staff in 1967, he earned a B.S. in Agricultural Journalism at Kansas State University and worked as a writer and editor for commercial magazines. Currently, he serves AAACE as a member of the Publications Committee and as state representative.

K. ROBERT KERN is professor of journalism and mass communication and Cooperative Extension Service editor at Iowa State University. He is a past president of AAACE and received the AAACE Agricultural Communications Award in 1958. Currently he is serving a six-month appointment in India to help establish the information office for a crops research institute.

CHARLES E. KELLY works for the American Soybean Association. He received a B.A. in English and journalism at Hastings College and his M.S. in journalism and mass communication from Iowa State University in 1974. At Iowa State he worked as a graduate assistant in the Extension Information Department.

DONALD K. CHILDERS is Chief of Publications, Forest Service, USDA. He has worked as assistant chief of publications, USDA Office of Information; as information advisor to the Ministry of Agriculture, Tanzania; and as assistant extension editor, University of Georgia. He has received the Pioneer AAACE Award and holds a master’s from Oklahoma State University and a bachelor’s from the University of Missouri.